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Provides detailed instructions for making fourteen masks, representing a clown, a fish,
a tree, and more.
Gives step-by-step instructions for making a variety of craft projects from such
recyclable items as paper bags, boxes, cans, dairy containers, and jars.
Plan the perfect party for your child! This book features ideas and tips. You'll find
games, hunt how-tos, cake decorating, menu ideas, favors to make or buy, easy-to-do
themes, words to songs and more. With age related information to help plan a great
party, you can use this book year after year.
Provides reproducible patterns, minibooks, journal pages, word cards and memory
book pages with bulletin board ideas and color patterns on a CD.
This faithful reproduction of Betty Crocker's Party Book will be a treat for anyone who
lived through the 1960s--or wished they had! Packed with practical advice, classic
recipes, color photographs, and whimsical illustrations, it reveals secrets of great
parties back in the era of Leave It to Beaver, most of which are still applicable today.
Readers will find detailed plans for more than 30 different parties, including themed
birthday celebrations (such as a Space-Age Adventure Party and Cinderella Party),
holiday get-togethers (for Christmas, Halloween, and more), and wedding-related
events (like a Bridal Shower and an Anniversary Party). The accompanying
recipes--including Blueberry Coffee Cake, Pineapple Chicken, Brownie S'Mores, and
Easter Bunny Cake--are as tasty today as they were back in the sixties. Complete with
craft ideas (such as how to make a gilded fruit centerpiece) and entertaining advice
("What Makes a Hostess Famous?"), this facsimile edition is a charming snapshot of
life in a more innocent era--and a perfect gift.
Making MasksCapstone
The Complete Welcome Back-to-School Book helps you create a colorful, inviting
classroom, involves children in stimulating activities right from the start, and makes
paperwork and administration easier. This book is brimming with creative room
decorations and little extras based on six favorite themes: Animals, Healthy Habits,
Teddy Bears, Fall, Things That Go and Fairy Tales.

Contains forms, letters, room decorations, activities, reproducibles, and more
designed to help teacher's make a successful start to a new school year.
A memoir by the legendary entertainment lawyer, “an advisor/pal to so many
stars of stage and screen that the dazzle will leave you blinking” (Dan Wakefield,
national-bestselling author). For more than forty years, Donald C. Farber forged a
path through New York’s literary, theatrical, and celebrity circles. As Kurt
Vonnegut’s attorney, literary agent, and close friend, he offers a rare portrait of
Vonnegut that is both candid and entertaining. A renowned entertainment lawyer
with a largely famous clientele and a highly acclaimed author in his own right,
Farber provides colorful anecdotes that detail the daily realities of working with
Vonnegut from the perspective of the person who knew him best. I Hated to Do It
is also “an amazing account of the one survivor of his company in WWII, a man
who believed in an off-Broadway musical The Fantasticks (that is still paying off
his investment), and his journey in theatrical law . . . Don is a great storyteller
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who keeps you always entranced” (Dan Wakefield, national-bestselling author of
Going All the Way).
Twenty-five years ago Jennifer Carpenter disappeared in Neck Canyon, leaving
only a pile of clothes behind. Now another body has been found, another
beautiful young woman hideously mutilated under the same dead tree. Rapunzel
O'Hara knows her. Shared a past with her, working for soft-porn tycoon Roy S.
Moby. Irresistibly drawn toward her murder, Rapunzel finds herself at odds with
the town of Estella and the just-finished First Annual Jennifer Carpenter Days.
Enmeshed again with Moby, mysteriously "retired" in the nearby hills. And on a
collision course with Officer Ben Slade, the young and handsome policeman who
discovered the corpse ...
A novel dealing with a family in conflict, and the bond between a father and his
adult children, set against the background of people-trafficking and its impact in
Britain today.
Fresh, fun ideas for children’s storytime fill this book. The author, a long-time
storytime facilitator, has put together 52 weekly themes plus additional plans for
holidays, all with detailed instructions for talking about the theme and choosing
the books, crafts, songs, poems, games and snacks. Each storytime idea is
illustrated with photographs of a suggested craft and snack for easy reference.
Libraries, bookstores, preschools and parents alike can use this book to offer
themed storytimes that include discussion, literature, art, music, movement and
food. Options are provided for each storytime, so the ideas can be used year
after year.
Balloons, fun, games, magic, and more -- they are all here. From entertaining
and food to marketing and promotion, this book features comprehensive and
detailed guidance on how to succeed in the birthday party business. At the heart
of the birthday party business is the entertainment. In this book you will find
detailed information on the art of entertaining children of all ages. You will learn
how to work with children, what they like, what they don't like, how to make them
laugh, and how to control them. You will learn the secrets of entertaining kids
using magic, clowning, puppetry, storytelling, ballooning, and face painting, as
well as gain valuable information on catering, party games, and creating
enchanting theme parties. This book has everything you need to get started in
the birthday party business; included are samples of advertisements, sales
letters, thank you notes, news releases, contracts, party planning guides, flyers,
business cards, stationery, and promotional give-aways, as well as dozens of
comedy skits and party routines.
Creative Activities for the Early Years contains over 160 art and music activities
for use with children aged 0-5. These tried and tested activities, which include
songs, rhymes, and story suggestions, are ideal for use in all early years settings.
Whether your topic is the autumn, the Chinese New Year or the coastline, you
can be sure that children will find the art and music ideas in this book interesting
and entertaining. The activities encourage children to use their imagination to
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communicate ideas, and develop their gross and fine motor skills. The activities
are grouped by popular early years themes and can be used as a complete
programme or as a dip-in resource.
Have fun with faith using Shout to the Lord for grades K–5! This 64-page book features
20 psalm-based craft projects that teach the joy of living a life of praise. Each project
includes a mini-lesson and a prayer. The book also includes ideas for how to use each
craft as a daily reminder to praise the One who is worthy of all our devotion! This book
includes hands-on projects, easy-to-follow instructions, a materials list, and
reproducible patterns and templates.
Through 52 fun, customizable crafts activities, Craft Lab for Kids promotes creativity
and hands-on making for kids age 8 and up.
Offers directions for making projects that celebrate the Easter season, from Victorian
eggs and bunny puppets to simple jewelry and egg-carton tulips
Twelve easy-to-follow projects plus tutorials on creating with found objects, designing
your own custom plates for relief printmaking, transferring images, painting stencils,
more. Most projects employ common household items.
This book takes the creativity and inventiveness of the maker movement and applies
that energy in a new way to help children learn across all subject areas as well as
broaden their world view. • Addresses the avid interests of youth in technology •
Provides librarians with a practical resource for incorporating tech literacy into storytime
and other youth programs • Gives librarians a programming tool to use with
makerspaces that can be used to integrate them with all areas of learning
From the top-requested Stick Out Your Neck series, these beloved books feature
reproducibles in Carson-Dellosa's classic art style along with a year's worth of the
sound educational content teachers rely on. Plus, students will love the fun activities
and stay engaged while practicing essential foundational skills!
"Advances in FRP Composites in Civil Engineering" contains the papers presented at
the 5th International Conference on Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) Composites in
Civil Engineering in 2010, which is an official conference of the International Institute for
FRP in Construction (IIFC). The book includes 7 keynote papers which are presented
by top professors and engineers in the world and 203 papers covering a wide spectrum
of topics. These important papers not only demonstrate the recent advances in the
application of FRP composites in civil engineering, but also point to future research
endeavors in this exciting area. Researchers and professionals in the field of civil
engineering will find this book is exceedingly valuable. Prof. Lieping Ye and Dr. Peng
Feng both work at the Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, China.
Qingrui Yue is a Professor at China Metallurgical Group Corporation.
In A Dime’s Worth of Paper Plates, the author calls himself “a typical guy who became a
teenager during the Depression years and became a man during World War II.” Duke begins
with his ancestors’ history in Norway and their emigration to Iowa in 1892. His grandfather
acquired a number of farms in the Norwegian community in central Iowa, and the author lived
on one of these farms as a child. His childhood is idyllic, though the Depression and the Dust
Bowl years take their toll on the adults in the community. His stepfather takes a job in Pecos,
Texas in 1936 and the family adjusts to a new life in this little “cow town.” Following a year of
college, Duke joins the army in 1944 and after training at Ft. Hood is sent overseas for two
years. He serves in Company “F,” 314th Infantry, 79th Division in the European Theater. After
the war, he returns to Texas A&M to complete his degree. Commissioned as a second
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lieutenant in the air Force, he serves four years as an intelligence officer during the Korean
War.
This magnificent volume documents the printmaking career of leading pop artist, influential
creator of public monuments, and bravura draftsman Claes Oldenburg. Includes an important
essay on Oldenburg's career and a catalogue of his entire printed oeuvre, from limited editions
to ephemera. A must for scholars and collectors. 55 b&w illustrations, 52 duotones, 381
colorplates (including 2 gatefolds.
123 projects for 7- to 12-year-olds to make and do. Projects include clay model-making, face
painting, juggling and magic tricks.
This classic, which has been a standard programming book since its original publication in
1990, has been updated and revised for the 21st century! Still has all the great activities that
have survived the test of time with school-age children, but with additional materials
addressing the needs of middle-school students, staff recruitment and retention, quality
standards and more.
Explains how to create masks, change someone's appearance with face and body painting,
and paint t-shirts.
Tons of great ideas for making party favors, decorations, gifts, and games from household
supplies and materials that are usually thrown away. 214 illustrations.
Hedgehog loves her garden. Passers-by often stop to admire her beautiful flowers. But one
day Hedgehog wakes to find her pretty garden ruined! Who has eaten all her plants?
Hedgehog blames each of her friends, but it wasn’t any of them. Then Hedgehog has an idea.
After working all day tidying and replanting her garden, she sets a trap to catch the culprit....
This endearing story about hard-work, forgiveness and compromise also celebrates the beauty
of an unexpected friendship. Beautifully illustrated, QED’s Storytime series introduces young
children to the pleasures of reading and sharing stories. Featuring charming animal and human
characters, the books explore important social and emotional themes like friendship, gratitude,
perseverance and overcoming fears. A Next Steps page at the back provides guidance for
parents and teachers.

Teacher guide giving activities surrounding the theme of butterflies'
"Early themes - places is one of a new series of teacher resource books
designed to support teachers as they impart knowledge about commonly-taught
themes in early childhood classrooms. The books contain a variety of ideas for
using the themes to assist teachers as they convey early skills and concepts
using cross-curricular activities in learning centres or whole class activities." --p.
iii.
Provides instructions for making a variety of masks, including a Halloween witch,
a wolf that turns into a lamb, and a bush spirit from Papua New Guinea.
From the joy of smearing glue on paper to the screaming delight of a bubbleblowing relay, kids love to play. In fact, it's every kid's built-in tool for experiencing
the world at large. A parent-friendly encyclopedia, UNPLUGGED PLAY ("A
wonderful guide," says Daniel Goleman) offers hundreds and hundreds of batteryfree, screen-free, chirp-and-beep-free games and fun variations that stretch the
imagination, spark creativity, building strong bodies, and forge deep
friendships...and keep kids busy at the table while mom or dad makes dinner.
More than 50 games, crafts, and toys using simple paper plates teach major
stories from the Bible in a fun and meaningful way. Each activity includes a minilesson, Scripture reference, and related verse
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Screen-free. Battery-free. Pure fun. When Unplugged Play was first published as
a parent-friendly encyclopedia of games and activities for all ages, Richard Louv,
author of Last Child in the Woods, called it “A terrific prescription for much of
what ails children and parents today.” Now Unplugged Play gets a fresh and
appealing new life as three separate, brightly designed books, each targeted to a
specific age group. The need, of course, is significantly more pressing than when
the book was originally published—screens are far more ubiquitous, causing
parents even greater concern about their overuse—and these timeless,
imaginative, easy-to-implement games are here to the rescue. Each volume
includes games to play alone and games to play with siblings and friends and
parents. Games to play indoors and games for outside. There are craft projects,
music activities, guessing games—the kinds of truly fun activities designed to
stretch the imagination, spark creativity, build strong bodies, forge friendships,
and explore the real world. The opposite of hunkering down in front of an
addictive screen.
Text Book
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